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Je pense, Don Quixote, je suis 
 
 
It might be tarted up 
by the French as being 
une belle epoque, but 
essentially the state of  
natural philosophy during 
the middle ages can best 
be described as a few 
horny gentlemen in a hot  
tub trying to make it  
with a girl in a red bikini. 
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I'm always happy to take them back 
 
 
The ontology of mode  
coupling theory is  
built by applying the  
dynamic properties  
of crystallized urine 
     from potassium- 
depleted rats & then 
using natural language  
processing tools to 
determine the slope of  
the extinction curve. 
 



 
The concept of podcasts 
 
 

My anime shrine 
        comes with an  
airtight plastic lid 
        capable of with- 
standing extreme  
        fluctuations in  
temperature. I didn't  
        have to kill any- 
thing to make it. 

 



A line from Kim Kardashian 
 
 
Matter changes its state  
when energy is supplied to  
it. Solids become liquids, &  
liquids become those classic  
 
black dance shoes that bars  
& restaurants often say they  
have so as to seem as  
graceful as other places that  
 
support female pelvic health  
& bladder control through  
state of the art epic experiences.  
Our core area of expertise is  
 
sputtering technology. You  
do the work; but based 
largely on anecdotal evidence  
it seems impossible to completely  
 
fix a prolapse with pelvic floor  
exercise or repair bikes by 
means of techniques less toxic 
than conventional solvent-based 
 
products whilst still including  
a sense of responsibility  
toward the less fortunate & 
references to plasma television. 



Four geographies  
 
 
Zanesville 
 
Two & a half 
thousand denture 
patients spend 
 
more than one 
billion Euros 
every year 
 
collecting 
imagery from 
space because 
 
they don't 
want to pay 
the earth. 
 
 
 
Xinjiang 
 
Somewhere on Wuyi  
Road—aka 312 National— 
I discover, just past the  
turnoff to it, that the  
 
Changji Urban  
Appearance Bureau  
of Environmental  
Health Gardening  
 
Farm Environmental  
Protection Institute  
hasn't shared anything  
on its page with me. 
 



 
 
Columbia, MO 
 
One of the most 
important  
accessories for  
creative growth 
is a gun safe 
 
dehumidifier  
that turns from  
blue to pink  
to signal when  
to reactivate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oven's River,Victoria 
 
There is just the 
one mention of  
 
Texas persimmon  
in the ethnographic  
 
literature, a cite of 
that episode of Here  
 
Comes Honey Boo  
Boo entitled "A Day  
 
in The Life of a 3- 
Wheeled Vehicle." 
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I meant an African guy on dating site in which he convinced me to come down and live with him pretending to 
Love me, after coming down from the States with a enough money in which i intended investing with and even 
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